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Abstra t
Nearest neighbor sear h in high dimensional spa es is an interesting and important
problem whi h is relevant for a wide variety of novel database appli ations. As
re ent results show, however, the problem is a very diÆ ult one, not only with
regards to the performan e issue but also to the quality issue. In this paper, we
dis uss the quality issue and identify a new generalized notion of nearest neighbor
sear h as the relevant problem in high dimensional spa e. In ontrast to previous
approa hes, our new notion of nearest neighbor sear h does not treat all dimensions
equally but uses a quality riterion to sele t relevant dimensions (proje tions) with
respe t to the given query. As an example for a useful quality riterion, we rate how
well the data is lustered around the query point within the sele ted proje tion.
We then propose an eÆ ient and e e tive algorithm to solve the generalized nearest
neighbor problem. Our experiments based on a number of real and syntheti data
sets show that our new approa h provides new insights into the nature of nearest
neighbor sear h on high dimensional data.
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Introdu tion

Nearest neighbor sear h in high dimensional spa es is an interesting and
important, but diÆ ult problem. The traditional nearest neighbor problem
of nding the nearest neighbor x of a given query point q 2 R in the
database D  R is de ned as
x
= fx0 2 Dj8x 2 D; x 6= x0 : dist(x0 ; q)  dist(x; q)g:
Finding the losest mat hing obje t is important for a number of appli ations. Examples in lude similarity sear h in geometri databases [25, 22℄,
multimedia databases [14, 30℄, and data mining appli ations su h as fraud
dete tion [18, 12℄, information retrieval [3, 28℄ among numerous other domains. Many of these domains ontain appli ations in whi h the dimensionality of the representation is very high. For example, a typi al feature
extra tion operation on an image will result in hundreds of dimensions.
Nearest neighbor problems are reasonably well solved for low dimensional
appli ations for whi h eÆ ient index stru tures have been proposed. Starting with the work on the R-Tree [16℄, a wide variety of multidimensional
indexes have been proposed whi h work well for low dimensional data (see
[15℄ for a omprehensive overview). These stru tures an support a wide
range of queries su h as point queries, range queries, or similarity queries
to a prede ned target. Many empiri al studies have shown that traditional
indexing methods fail in high dimensional spa es [11, 36, 10℄. In su h ases,
almost the entire index is a essed by a single query. In fa t, most indexes
are handily beaten by the sequential s an [33℄ be ause of the simpli ity of
the latter.
However, as re ent theoreti al results [11℄ show, questions arise as to
whether the problem is a tually meaningful for a wide range of data distributions and distan e fun tions. This is an even more fundamental problem,
sin e it deals with the quality issue of nearest neighbor sear h, as opposed
to the performan e issue. If the nearest neighbor problem is not meaningful
to begin with, then the importan e of designing eÆ ient data stru tures to
do it is se ondary. This paper is positioned to deal with the quality issue
of nearest neighbor sear h, and examines several theoreti al and pra ti al
aspe ts of performing nearest neighbor queries in high dimensional spa e.
There an be several reasons for the meaninglessness of nearest neighbor
sear h in high dimensional spa e. One of it is the sparsity of the data obje ts
in the spa e, whi h is unavoidable. Based on that observation it has been
shown in [11℄ that in high dimensional spa e all pairs of points are almost
equidistant from one another for a wide range of data distributions and
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distan e fun tions. In su h ases, a nearest neighbor query is said to be
unstable. However, the proposition of [11℄ is not that the di eren e between
the distan e of the nearest and the farthest data point to a given query
point approa hes zero with in reasing dimensionality, but they proved that
this di eren e does not in rease as fast as the distan e from the query point
to the nearest points when the dimensionality goes to in nity. It is still an
open question whether and when nearest neighbor sear h in high dimensional
spa es is meaningful. One obje tive of this paper is to qualify the results
reported in [11℄.
It is useful to understand that high-dimensional nearest neighbor problems often arise in the ontext of data mining or other appli ations, in whi h
the notion of similarity is not rmly pre-de ided by the use of any parti ular distan e fun tion. Currently often used is an instan e of the L metri
(p = 1, manhatten; p = 2, eu lidian) based on all dimensions. In this ontext, many interesting questions arise as to whether the urrent notion of
NN sear h solves the right problem in high dimensions. If not, then what
is the nearest neighbor in high dimensions? What is the meaning of the
distan e metri used? One of the problems of the urrent notion of nearest
neighbor sear h is that it tends to give equal treatment to all features (dimensions), whi h are however not of equal importan e. Furthermore, the
importan e of a given dimension may not even be independent of the query
point itself.
In this paper, we report some interesting experiments on the impa t of
di erent distan e fun tions on the di eren e between the nearest and farthest neighbor. As we will see, our ndings do not ontradi t the ndings
of [11℄ but provide interesting new insights. We dis uss why the on ept
of nearest neighbor sear h in high dimensional feature spa es may fail to
produ e meaningful results. For that purpose, we lassify the high dimensional data by their meaning. Based on our dis ussion and experiments, we
introdu e a new generalized notion of nearest neighbor sear h whi h does
not treat all dimensions equally but uses a quality riterion to assess the
importan e of the dimensions with respe t to a given query. We show that
this generalized notion of nearest neighbor sear h, whi h we all proje ted
nearest neighbor sear h, is the a tually relevant one for a lass of high dimensional data and develop an eÆ ient and e e tive algorithm whi h solves
the problem.
The proje ted nearest neighbor problem is a mu h more diÆ ult problem
than the traditional nearest neighbor problem be ause it needs to examine
the proximity of the points in the database with respe t to an a-priori unknown ombination of dimensions. Interesting ombinations of dimensions
p
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an be determined based on the inherent properties of the data and the
query point whi h together provide some spe i notion of lo ality. Note
that the proje ted nearest neighbor problem is losely related to the problem of proje ted lustering [1, 2℄ whi h determines lusters in the database
by examining points and dimensions whi h also de ne some spe i notion
of data lo ality.
2

Nearest Neighbor Sear h in high-dimensional Spa es

The results of [11℄ show that the relative ontrast of the distan es between
the di erent points in the data set de reases with in reasing dimensionality.
In this se tion we rst present some interesting theoreti al and pra ti al
results whi h extend the results presented in [11℄. The results are very
interesting sin e { despite the pessimisti results of [11℄ { the results show
that meaningful nearest-neighbor sear h in high dimensions may be possible
under ertain ir umstan es.
2.1 Theoreti al Considerations

Let us rst re all the important result dis ussed in Beyer et. al. [11℄ whi h
shows that in high dimensions nearest neighbor queries be ome unstable.
Let Dmin be the distan e of the query point to the nearest neighbor
and Dmax the distan e of the query point to the farthest neighbor in
d-dimensional spa e (see table 1 for formal de nitions).
The theorem by Beyer et. al. states that under ertain rather general
pre onditions the di eren e between the distan es of the nearest and farthest
points (Dmax Dmin ) does not in rease with dimensionality as fast as
Dmin . In other words, the ratio of Dmax
Dmin to Dmin onverges
to zero with in reasing dimensionality. Using the de nitions given in table
1, the theorem by Beyer et al. an be formally stated as follows.
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Dimensionality of the data spa e
N
Number of data points
F
1-dimensional data distribution in (0; 1)
F
Mean of F
X
Data point from F , ea h oordinate follows F
dist (; )
Symmetri al distan e fun tion in [0; 1℄ ,
with dist (; )  0 and triangle inequality
kk
Distan e of a ve tor to the origin (0; : : : ; 0)
Dmax = maxfkX kg maximum distan e from the origin
Dmin = minfkX kg
minimum distan e from the origin
P [e℄
Probability of event e
E [X ℄, var [X ℄
Expe ted value and varian e of a random
variable X
Y !
A sequen es of ve tor Y1 ; : : : onverges
in probability to a onstant ve tor if:
8 > 0 lim !1P [dist (Y ; )  ℄ = 1
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Table 1: Notations and Basi De nitions
The theorem shows that in high dimensional spa e the di eren e of the
distan es of farthest and nearest points to some query point1 does not inrease as fast as the minimum of the two. This is obviously a problem sin e it
indi ates poor dis rimination of the nearest and farthest points with respe t
to the query point.
It is interesting however to observe that the di eren e between nearest
and farthest neighbor (Dmax Dmin ) does not ne essarily go to zero.
In ontrast, the development of (Dmax Dmin ) with d largely depends
on the distan e metri used and may a tually grow with the dimensionality
for ertain distan e metri s. The following theorem summarizes this new
insight and formally states the dependen y between (Dmax Dmin ) and
the distan e metri used. It allows to draw on lusions for spe i metri s
su h as the Manhattan distan e (L1 ), Eu lidean metri (L2 ), and the general
k -norm L .
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Theorem 2
Let F be an arbitrary distribution of two points and the distan e fun tion
1

For our theoreti al onsiderations, we onsistently use the origin as the query point.
This hoi e does not a e t the generality of our results, though it simpli es our algebra
onsiderably.
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Metri
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Table 2: Consequen es of Theorem 2
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is some onstant dependent on k.

Proof: see Appendix.



We an easily generalize the result for a database of N uniformly distributed points. The following theorem provides the result.
Theorem 3
Let F be an arbitrary distribution of n points and the distan e fun tion k  k
be an L metri . Then,
k

Ck

where

Ck

 lim !1E
d



Dminkd

Dmaxkd
d1=k



1=2

 (n 1)  C

k

;

is some onstant dependent on k.

Proof: If C is the expe ted di eren e between the maximum and minimum of two randomly drawn points, then the same value for n points drawn
from the same distribution must be in the range [C; (n 1)  C ℄. 

A surprising onsequen e of theorem 2 is that the value of Dmax
1 2
Dmin grows (in absolute terms)pas d1
. As a result, Dmax Dmin
in reases with dimensionality as d for the Manhattan metri (L1 metri ).
The L1 metri is the only metri for whi h the absolute di eren e between
nearest and farthest neighbor in reases with the dimensionality. It is also
surprising that for the Eu lidean metri (L2 metri ), Dmax Dmin onverges to a onstant, and for distan e metri s L for k  3, Dmax Dmin
onverges to zero with in reasing d. These onsequen es of theorem 2 are
summarized in table 2.
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2.2 Experimental Con rmation

We performed a series of experiments to on rm these theoreti al results.
For the experiments we used syntheti (uniform and lustered) as well as
real data sets. In gure 1, we show the average Dmax Dmin of a number
of query points plotted over d for di erent data distributions. Note that the
resulting urves depend on the number of data points in the data set.
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j depending on d for di erent L metri s (uniform data)
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Note that these experimental results are no ontradi tion to the results
d
d ! 0
of [11℄. The reason that even for the L1 and L2 metri s
d
is that Dmin grows faster with d than Dmax Dmin . In ase of the L1
metri , Dmin
p grows linearly with d and in ase of the L2 pmetri , Dmin
grows as d with d. As a result, for the L1 metri lim !1 = 0 and for
the L2 metri lim !1 p2 = 0.
The theoreti al and experimental results of this se tion show that for
L metri s with k  3, nearest neighbor sear h in high dimensional spa es
is meaningless while for the L1 and L2 metri s the distan es may reveal
important properties of the data.
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Problems of high dimensional data and meaningful nearest neighbor

In one- or two-dimensional spa es, it is usually relatively easy to understand
the properties of the data and identify the data distribution. It is safe to
assume that all dimensions are equally relevant and that a standard (Eulidean) metri s provides meaningful results. In general, this is not true in
the high-dimensional ase.
To get a deeper understanding of the nature of high dimensional data, it
is important to un over the meaning of the dimensions. High dimensional
6

data points or feature ve tors are typi ally derived from omplex real world
obje ts like produ ts, images, CAD data, et . There are three main methods
to derive a high dimensional feature ve tor from omplex real world obje ts,
namely
 enumerating some properties of the obje ts (irreversible transformation),
 determining histograms whi h des ribe some statisti al properties of
the obje ts (irreversible transformation) or
 transforming the full des ription of the obje ts into a feature ve tor
(reversible transformation).
In the following, we examine the impa t of the three potential sour es of high
dimensional data to the meaningfulness of the nearest neighbor problem.
1. Enumeration of Properties: We use an example in order to
elu idate this ase. For our example we assume that we want to ompare
ars. Comparing ars is often done by deriving various properties of the
ars su h as motor power, equipment, design and so on. Ea h measurement
forms a dimension whi h is only related to the other measurements of the
same obje t. When users query the ar data base, they an sele t or weight
the importan e of the di erent properties, and in that way ea h user is able
to form his own meaningful distan e metri . The reason why a user an
easily perform a meaningful nearest neighbor sear h is that the dimensions
are dire tly interpretable by the user. By omitting some of the dimensions
and by weighting them the user an ontrol the degree of abstra tion for the
nearest neighbor sear h. In our experien e, the dimensionality of su h data
is in the medium range (10 to 50).
2. Determination of Histograms: Histograms are often used to
produ e high dimensional data be ause they allow a exible des ription of
omplex properties of real world obje ts. Examples are olor histograms
[34℄, word ounts for do ument retrieval and text mining [23, 28℄ and ensus
data [26℄. Ea h bin of the histogram is taken as a single dimension. The
information transformation from the real world obje t into the histogram is
an irreversible pro ess whi h means that some information about the obje t
is lost. The user of a histogram data base has to be aware of this. The
goal of the query has to mat h the redu ed information of the transformed
obje t. On the other hand the histogram may ontain information about
aspe ts (for instan e the ba kground in an image) the user wants to abstra t
from. In that ase, the information in the histogram must be redu ed to
7

the relevant portion. However, in ontrast to the enumeration method the
users are generally not able to spe ify the redu tion be ause they usually
do not know the underlying transformation. Another di eren e to the previous method is that it is not useful to group the dimensions independent
from the users and the query points. In general all possible groupings are
potentially meaningful. First approa hes to deal with that problem of query
spe i ation are reported in [14, 31℄. In general the onne tion between the
information in the histograms and the semanti information of the obje ts
is weak. The dimensionality of su h data an vary from the medium to large
range (10 to 1000).
3. Full Feature Des ription: The third method is to use the des ription of omplex obje ts dire tly as a feature ve tor. The advantage
is that all information about the obje t is stored in the feature ve tor and
that the obje t is re onstru tible from the ve tor. However, often the real
world obje ts do not allow a representation as a feature ve tor with xed
length. Examples for data whi h allow su h a representation are mole ular
biology data [13℄. Like the histogram data, it is also not meaningful to group
the dimensions to sensible units independently from the query point and/or
the user. Due to the possibility of re onstru tion, the semanti aspe ts are
strongly onne ted to the information stored in the feature ve tors.
The three types of high dimensional data relate to di erent aspe ts of
meaningfulness. In general there is not a single meaningful nearest neighbor
for a query, but the user has to sele t the desired aspe ts. For the rst
ategory of high dimensional data, the user is able to spe ify his/her notion
of `meaningfulness' (the a tual relevant aspe ts) by his knowledge about the
real world obje ts. To deal with the se ond and third types of data, the
user needs help from the data reator or the database system to spe ify the
`meaningful' aspe ts. But how does a spe i ation assistan e for the relevant
aspe ts may look like? For ertain appli ations, there exist data dependent
methods whi h use intera tion in the sele tion pro ess [14℄. In this paper, we
fo us on a data independent method whi h sele ts the relevant dimensions
automati ally by extra ting and rating additional information about the
data distributions.
As a se ond question we investigate how far a single metri an serve
as a similarity measure for the se ond and third type of data. We already
stated that for those types of data the relevant dimensions (attributes) depend on the query point and the intention of the user. If the meaningfulness
of a metri depends on the query point, than a metri an not serve as a
measure of similarity between the query obje t and all other obje ts. In
other words, a metri whi h is only based on the relevant attributes (whi h
8

are assumed to be a subset of all attributes) an only serve as a riterion for
similarity in a lo al environment of the query point. Obje ts (or data points)
outside of this environment are in omparable to the query obje t, be ause
they may have other relevant attributes. In summary one an say that for
the se ond and third type of data, the relationship between the metri and
the intended similarity measure be omes weaker with in reasing distan e to
the query point. As a onsequen e, meaningful metri s for high dimensional
data spa es have to be varied a ording to the onsidered query point and
data obje ts under onsideration. Our generalized notion of nearest neighbor sear h whi h is presented in the next se tion provides an automati
adaptation of the similarity measure in order to allow a meaningful nearest
neighbor sear h in high dimensional spa e.
4

Generalized Nearest Neighbor Sear h

From the previous se tions we have seen, that the problem of nding a meaningful nearest neighbor in high dimensional spa es onsists of the following
two steps: First, an appropriate metri has to be determined, and se ond,
the nearest neighbor with respe t to this metri has to be determined. The
rst step deals with sele ting and weighting the relevant dimensions a ording to the users intention and the given query point. This step is obviously
rather diÆ ult sin e it is diÆ ult to sele t and weight the relevant dimensions among hundreds of dimensions. The basi idea of our approa h is
to automati ally determine the relevant dimensions for a given query point
based on the properties of the data distribution. Although our approa h
an not guess the users intention, in general the data distribution ontains
highly relevant information and allows a mu h better and more meaningful
nearest neighbor sear h.
4.1 De nition

In this se tion, we propose a generalization of the nearest neighbor sear h
problem whi h remains meaningful in high-dimensional spa es. The basi
idea of our new notion of nearest neighbor sear h is to use a quality riterion
to dynami ally determine whi h dimensions are relevant for a given query
point and use those dimensions to determine the nearest neighbor2. The
spa e of all subsets of dimensions an also be seen as the spa e of orthogonal
2

Note that the nearest neighbor determined by our approa h might be di erent from
the nearest neighbor based on all dimensions.
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proje tions of the data set, and the problem an therefore be de ned as
an optimization problem over the spa e of proje tions. In the following,
we formalize our generalized notion of nearest neighbor sear h. First, we
formally introdu e a quality riterion whi h is used to rate the usefulness of
a ertain ombination of dimensions (proje tion).
Let D = fx1 ; : : : ; x g; x 2 R be a database of d-dimensional feature
ve tors, x 2 R the query point, p : R ! R 0 ; d0  d a proje tion, and
dist(; ) a distan e fun tion in the proje ted feature spa e.
d

n

d

q

d

d

De nition 1 (Quality Criterion)
The quality riterion is a fun tion C (p; x ; D; dist) ! R; C  0 whi h
rates the quality of the proje tion with respe t to the query point, database,
and distan e fun tion. In other words, the quality fun tion rates the meaningfulness of the proje tion p for the nearest neighbor sear h.
q

In se tion 4.3 we develop a useful quality riterion based on the distan e
distribution of the data points to the query point within a given
proje tion.
Let P be the spa e of all possible proje tions p : R ! R 0 ; d0  d and
8x 2 R : p(p(x)) = p(x). To nd a meaningful nearest neighbor for a given
query point x we have to optimize the quality riterion C over the spa e of
proje tions P .
d

d

d

q

De nition 2 (Generalized Nearest Neighbor Sear h)
A meaningful nearest neighbor for a given query point x 2 R is the point3
d

q

xN N

=



0 2 Dj8x 2 D; x 6= x0 :

x

dist pbest

where

pbest

=


p

2 Pj

M AX

(x0 ); p

Rd !Rd0 ;d0 d

p:





best

(

(x )  dist
q

)

C p; xq ; D; dist

()

( )



pbest x ; pbest xq





.

Solving the generalized nearest neighbor problem problem is a diÆ ult
and omputation intensive task. The spa e of all general proje tions P is
in nite and even the spa e of all axes-parallel proje tions is exponential.
In addition, the quality fun tion C is a-priory unknown and therefore, it is
diÆ ult to nd a general and eÆ iently omputable solution of the problem.
In the next se tion, we develop an algorithm whi h provides a very general
solution of the problem.
3

Note that our de nition an be easily generalized to solve the k-nearest neighbor
problem by xing the sele ted proje tion and determining the k nearest neighbors.
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4.2 Generalized Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

The most important but diÆ ult task in solving the generalized nearest
neighbor problem is to nd the relevant proje tions. As mentioned in the
previous subse tions, this de ision is in general query and data dependent
whi h makes the problem omputationally diÆ ult. For our following onsiderations, we restri t the proje tions to the lass of axes-parallel proje tions, whi h means that we are sear hing for meaningful ombinations of
dimensions (attributes). The restri ted sear h spa e has still an exponential
size with respe t to dimensionality, whi h makes enumeration impossible for
higher dimensionalities.
In order to keep our algorithm generi and allow di erent quality riterions ( f. 4.3), our rst approa h was to use general optimization algorithms su h as random sear h, geneti and greedy optimization, for whi h
the implementations an be made largely independent of the spe i problem stru ture. In random sear h, simple random ombinations of dimensions are evaluated in terms of the quality riterion, and the best proje tion
is returned. The geneti algorithm uses multiple populations whi h are mutated and ombined based on the quality riterion, and the greedy algorithm
dire tly uses the best one-dimensional proje tions whi h are ombined in
higher-dimensional ones. All three algorithms are sket hed in pseudo ode
in the appendix.
The results of these rst experiments showed that none of the three
algorithms was able to nd the relevant subset of dimensions. Even for
syntheti data, for whi h the relevant subset of dimensions is known, only
a subset of the relevant dimensions was found. Random sear h was found
only useful to he k whether a given quality riterion is e e tive on a spe i
data set or not. If the random sear h does not nd any proje tion with good
quality, both geneti and greedy algorithm are likely to fail in nding a good
proje tion as well. However, in ases when random sear h does not fail, the
geneti sear h provides mu h better results. The greedy algorithm assumes
that the in uen e of a dimension on the quality is independent from other
dimensions. In general, this assumption is not true for real data sets. A
ru ial problem is that one-dimensional proje tions of high dimensional data
usually do not ontain mu h information and so the greedy algorithm would
pi k the rst dimensions randomly and is therefore not useful for pi king
the rst dimensions. It turned out, however, that the greedy algorithm an
be used e e tively to re ne results from random or geneti sear h.
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p nn sear h (xq ; dtar ; D; C; dist)
dtmp := 3 to 5
no iter := 10 to 20
ptmp := geneti sear h( xq ; dtmp ; D; C; dist; no iter )
pbest := greedy sear h( xq ; dtar ; D; C; dist; ptmp )
xNN := p nn sear h( xq ; D; dist; pbest )
return ( xNN )

Figure 2: Generalized Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

Our algorithm to determine the relevant subset of dimensions is therefore
based on a ombination of the geneti and the greedy algorithm. For determining the rst three to ve dimensions, we use a geneti algorithm and
for extending the result to more dimensions we use a dire ted greedy-based
sear h. Figure 2 shows the pseudo ode of the algorithm. For ontrolling
the degree of abstra tion and improving the eÆ ien y, we use the target
dimensionality d0 = d  d as a parameter of the algorithm. If the geneti
algorithm determines the rst ve of the relevant dimensions and the greedy
algorithm the remaining ones, the omplexity of our algorithm is
tar

O

((5  #(Iterations)  P opulationSize +
d  (d
5))  O(Quality Determination)):
tar

4.3 Distan e Distributions

In this se tion we develop a quality measure based on the distan e distribution with respe t to the query point. The distan e distribution of a data
set D with respe t to a query point x is the distribution of distan es of
the data points x 2 D from x . More formally, we have to onsider the
probability that the distan e of a query point x to another data point is
smaller that a threshold dist :
q

q

q

t

(dist ) = P [dist(x ; x) < dist ℄; x 2 D; dist 2 R
t

q

t

t

The orresponding probability density is
(

f distt

) = 0 (dist ):
t

Note that (dist ) is not ontinuous and therefore we an only estimate the
probability density f (dist ). In this subse tion, we use simple histograms
showing the distan es of the data points from random query points.
t

t
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Figure 3: Distan e Distribution of Uniform Data

To examine how typi al distan e distributions look like, we examine the
distan e distribution in di erent dimensionalities. Let us rst onsider the
ase of high-dimensional uniform data. We know that in this ase the distan es are meaningless. Figure 3 shows typi al distan e distributions4 of
a 50-dimensional data set onsisting of 100,000 data points uniformly distributed in [0; 1℄ . Figure 3 (a)-( ) show typi al proje tions5 onto randomly
hosen 50, 10, and 2 dimensions. The distan e distribution has always one
peak whi h means that all data points are basi ally in one big distan e luster from the query point. As a onsequen e from the theorem in [11℄ the
peak gets sharper as the distan e to the query point grows. We negle t this
e e t for our quality riterion by estimating the density only in the range
[d ; d ℄, be ause this e e t is ommon to mostly all distributions and
from se tion 2 we on lude that this e e t does not ne essarily tell something about the meaningfulness of the nearest neighbor. From the dis ussion
in se tion 3 we assume that a meaningful distan e distribution should show
two peaks. The nearer peak is formed by the points whi h are omparable
to the query point (the metri is related to a type of similarity). The other
peak { in most ases the larger one { is formed by those points whi h are
in omparable to the query point be ause other attributes are relevant for
those data obje ts. However, with respe t to the urrently used attributes
they are assumed to behave like uniformly distributed data.
How to dete t a two peak distan e distribution? Our idea is to use kernel
density estimation (see [35℄ for an introdu tion) to smooth the distribution
and suppress random artifa ts. To measure the quality we in rease the kernel width (smoothing fa tor) until the smoothed distribution yields only
two maxima. The obtained kernel width is h1 . Then we in rease the kernel
width further until the distan e distribution yields only one maximum. This
results in the kernel width h2 . We use the di eren e between the smoothing
d

min

max

4
In ase of uniform data, the distan e distribution is always similar independent of the
hosen query point.
5
In ase of uniform data, the distan e distribution always looks the same independent
of the hosen proje tion.
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fa tor for one maximum and for two maxima h2 h1 as our quality riterion
to measures the similarity of a urrent distan e distribution with a distan e
distribution that yields two signi ant peaks. To get rid of possible disturban es in the distribution, whi h may also result in two maxima, we use
only the k nearest per ent of the data.

(a) all Dimensions

(b) one non-rel. Dim.

( ) two non-rel. Dim.

Figure 4: Distan e Distribution of Data

Figure 4 shows distan e distributions of data, whi h ontains full uniformly
distributed data and a proje ted luster, whi h means that these points
follow a Gaussian distribution in some dimensions and a uniform distribution
in the others. Figure 4(a) shows the distan e distribution in a proje tion
where all dimensions are relevant, whi h means that all sele ted dimensions
are used in the de nition of the proje ted luster. In Figure 4(b), one
relevant dimension is repla ed by a non-relevant and in Figure 4( ) two
relevant dimensions are repla ed by non-relevant ones. In 4( ) the two peak
stru ture is hard to re ognize and the quality riterion gives no hint on the
hidden relevant dimensions. From these observations we an on lude that
the geneti algorithm an only optimize proje tions with a dimensionality
of 3-5. If the dimensionality is higher the quality riterion degenerates to
an ora le and the algorithm an only guess a good proje tion { and the
probability to guess a good proje tion in high dimensional data is rather
low.
5

Experiments

In this se tion we report experiments, to show the e e tiveness of our quality
fun tion and the generalized notion of nearest neighbor sear h. Note that
in real world appli ation the quality fun tion have to be modi ed due to the
data dependen y of the term `meaningful'. In our experiments we fo used
on improving the e e tiveness of the nearest neighbor sear h in general and
omitted as far as possible dependen ies of the quality fun tion from the data.
First we ompared the e e tiveness of the generalized k-nearest neighbor sear h with the full k-nearest neighbor sear h. For this purpose used
14

syntheti labeled data, onsisting of two types of data. The rst and relevant part follows a normal distribution in some of the dimensions, but are
uniformly distributed with respe t to the other dimensions. The se ond not
relevant part is uniformly distributed in the whole feature spa e. In the experiments with the syntheti data we used only query points from the rst
part. For the e e tiveness we measured the per entage of relevant data in
the result of a k-nearest neighbor sear h(Pre ision). For all experiment we
set k = 20.
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Figure 5: Generalized Nearest Neighbor Classi ation (Syntheti Data)

Figure 5 shows the results for the omparison of the generalized nearest
neighbor sear h with the full nearest neighbor sear h. The data sets onsist
of a proje ted luster of 200 relevant points (normal distributed in 7 of 30
dimensions) and an amount of 500 up to 2500 not relevant points (uniformly
distributed). The improvement over the full nearest neighbor sear h is up
to 14%.
We applied our method to some real data sets from the UCI Ma hine
Learning Repository (www.i s.u i.edu/mlearn/). We used the Ionosphere
Database and the Spambase Database. The Ionosphere Database onsist of
351 instan es with 34 numeri attributes and ontains 2 lasses, whi h ome
from a lassi ation of radar returns from the ionosphere. The Spambase
Database ome from a olle tion of spam and non-spam e-mails and onsists
of 4601 instan es with 57 numeri attributes. In both ases we used for the
generalized nearest neighbor a target dimensionality of d = 10. The
results are averages over 20 randomly sele ted queries. Our generalized
nearest neighbor sear h shows ( gure 6) an improvement up to 27%, whi h
is signi antly for a lassi ation appli ation.
tar
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Database
Ionosphere

Class NN Sear h P-NN Sear h Improvement
0
0.52%
0.66%
27%
1
0.95%
0.94%
0%
0
0.77%
0.85%
10%
Spam
1
0.64%
0.79%
23%
Table 3: Generalized Nearest Neighbor Classi ation (Real Data)
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Figure 6: Improvement (Real Data)

To adopt our generalized nearest neighbor sear h to other appli ations like
image retrieval or do ument sear h we suggest to use a fast k-nearest neighbor sear h on all dimensions with large k or a key word sear h as a lter
step.
To show the appli ability of our method we show (Figure 7) the sear h
time depending on the number of data points. In our implementation we
did not use any index stru ture, but used a simple linear s an to al ulate
our quality fun tion and the query results. The experiments were measured
on a Pentium III, 500 MHz with 200 MB RAM.
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Figure 7: Sear h Time (Syntheti Data)
6

Con lusion

In this paper, we developed a generalized notion of nearest neighbor sear h
in high dimensional spa es. We show that our new notion is highly relevant
in pra ti al appli ations and improves the e e tiveness of the sear h. The
basi idea is to determine a relevant subset of dimensions depending on the
query point and the data distribution by an optimization pro ess whi h rates
the distan e distribution for the sele ted subset of dimensions a ording to
an elaborate quality riterion. We also dis ussed some interesting aspe ts
of using di erent L -distan e metri s for nding the nearest neighbor. Our
new te hnique for solving the generalized nearest neighbor problem is not
only valuable for allowing a more meaningful and e e tive nearest neighbor
sear h in high dimensional spa es but it also provides a better understanding
of the data and the relevant notion of proximity. The experimental results
show the high potential of our new te hnique whi h is likely to extent the
ommon full-dimensional nearest neighbor sear h in most appli ations that
deal with high dimensional data.
p
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Appendix

Theorem 2
Let F be an arbitrary distribution of two points and the distan e fun tion
k  k be an L metri . Then,
k

lim !1 E



d

where

Dminkd

Dmaxkd
d1=k



1=2

=C

k

;

is some onstant dependent on k.

Ck

Proof: Let A and B be the two points in a d dimensional data distribution su h that ea h oordinate is independently drawn from the data
distribution F . Spe i ally A = (P1 : : : PP) and B = (Q1 : : : Q ) with P
and Q being drawn from F . Let P A = f =1 (P ) Pg1 be the distan e of
A to the origin using the L metri and P B = f
(QP) g1 the dis=1
tan
e of B . The di eren e of distan es is P A P B = f =1 (P ) g1
P
f =1(Q ) g1 .
We assume that the kth power of a random variable drawn from the
distribution F has mean F and standard deviation F . This means
k
k
that: d ! F ; d ! F and therefore
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(1)

:

We intend to show that j 1=kd 1=2dj ! C for some onstant C depending on k.
We express jP A P B j in the following numerator/denominator form
whi h we will use in order to examine the onvergen e behavior of the numerator and denominator individually.
(2)
jP A P B j = P j(P1 A ) (P B1 ) j
(P B )
=0 (P A )
Dividing both sides by d1 1 2 and regrouping on right-hand-side we get
p
jP A P B j = j(P A ) (P B ) j= d
(3)
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Consequently, using Slutsky's theorem and the results of Equation 1 we
have:
k
k 1 
X
P Ad
r =0
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r

! k  (F )
p

;k

(k

1)=k

(4)

Having hara terized the onvergen e behavior of the denominator of the
right-hand-side of Equation 3, let us now examine the behavior of the numerator:

j(P A )

k

d

(P B ) j=
k

p

d

d

=j

d
X

((P )
i

(Q ) )j=
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i

k
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d
X

i=1

j

Ri =

p

d:

i=1

Here R is the new random variable de ned by ((P ) (Q ) ) 8i 2 f1; p
: : : dg.
This random variable has zero mean and standard deviation whi h is 2  0
where 0 is the standard deviation of (P ) . The the sum of di erent values
of R over d dimensions will
p to a normal distribution with mean
p onverge
0 and standard deviation 2  0  d be ause of the entral limit theorem.
Consequently, the mean average deviation of this distribution will be C  0
for some onstant C . Therefore, we have:


lim E j(P A ) p (P B ) j = C  
(5)
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Sin e the denominator of Equation 3 shows probabilisti onvergen e, we
an ombine the results of Equations 4 and 5 to obtain:
lim !1 E
d
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The result follows. 
Optimization Algorithms
random sear h (xq ; dtar ; D; C; dist; no iter)
pbest :quality := 0
for i := 0 to no iter do
p := generate random proje tion( dtar )
p:quality := C (p; xq ; D; dist)
if pbest :quality < p:quality then
pbest := p
return ( pbest )
geneti sear h (xq ; dtar ; D; C; dist; no iter)
population := ;, pop size = 100, elite := 10,
for i := 0 to pop size do

22

hild

:= 80

1)=k

(6)

:= generate random proje tion( dtar )
:= C (p; xq ; D; dist)
population:insert(p)
for i := 0 to no iter do
new pop := ;
insert the elite best proje tion into new pop
for j := elite to elite + hild do
parent1 := sele t a proje tion from oldp op, prefer high quality
parent2 := sele t a proje tion from oldp op, prefer high quality
hild := generate a new proje tion by ombining parent1 and parent2
hild:quality := C (p; xq ; D; dist)
new pop.insert( hild )
qualify and insert pop size (elite + hild) random proje tions into new pop
population := new pop
sele t the best proje tion pbest and return it
p

p:quality

greedy sear h (xq ; dtar ; D; C; dist; ptmp )
set of sele ted dimensions S := ; or from ptmp
for i := 0 to dimtar do
pi k the dimension ki 62 S su h that the quality of the proje tion
based on S [ fki g is maximal
S := S [ fki g
return (pbest (S ))
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